
Participant Name: #:

Age Division:         6-9     10-13      14-17      Team/Family
Possible 
Points:

Score:

TYPED OUTLINE RUBRIC:

Project Title (Title of project is visible on outline) 1

Headers (Each section is clearly labeled) 3

Neatness (Typed and organized) 2

Scientific Method Procedure (Steps 1-5 should be numbered and oulined. 
Does the outline show a clear understanding of the scentific method 
process?)

7

Step 1 Research Question (The question the participant wanted to answer is 
clear in outline)

1

Step 3 Hypothesis (Clearly states theory based on research question) 1

Step 4 Experiments (Outline of type of experiments conducted) 4

Materials (List of what materials and measurements were used in 
experiments)

2



Step 5 Results (Notes about analyzing results, any variablets, etc.) 2

Visual Data (Pictures, graphs or other visual displays that showcase results) 2

Conclusion (Hypothesis is true or hypothesis is false) 1

Acknowledgements (Who helped with the project, Did any items get 
donated, etc.)

1

Bibliography (Alphabetized and lists at least two sources - Books, websites, 
interviews, etc.)

2

Novel Procedure (Was the research new and innovative?) 2

OVERALL NOTES ON OUTLINE:



DISCUSSION RUBRIC:
Interest (Participant is able to share why they picked topic and what they 
wanted to know) 

2

Scientific Method Process (Participant is able to give a clear explanation of 
the project from start to finish) 

5

Results (Participant was able to share their conclusion and what they 
learned from the process)

2

Communication (Speaks clearly with appropriate vocabulary and 
information)

2

Future Research (Based on your results and conclusion, what new questions 
did you ask yourself, or what additional research could you conduct to 

2

NOTES ON DISCUSSION:



DISPLAY RUBRIC:

Project Title (Title of project is visible on display) 1

Story (The display tells the whole story of the project) 3

Procedure (Clear, complete, and numbered) 5

Conclusion (Final outcome is clear) 2

Display (Should be organized, neat, colorful and include appropriate 
information to understand your experiment)

3

Unique (Use of objects, sound, music or other creative items on the display 
to help visualize the project) 

2

Total 60

NOTES ON DISPLAY:


